Entertainers, on the other hand, put pleasing the widest audience possible ahead of artistic vision—the artistic medium is simply an opportunity for them to attract an audience more than sharing a vision of any kind. If the public doesn't like what they are doing, they'll do something else that the public does like. Now, I don't mean to make it sound like "artist" is so much more noble than "entertainer". Some artists are so stubborn that they are impossible to work with. Think of singing divas who fight with everyone over how an aria should be sung, or movie Eddie Murphy is a very multi talented Black Entertainer. Not only can he act but he's also an absolutely brilliant singer. 2. Jamie Foxx.Â He is the first African American to portray a major comic book superhero in a major motion picture, having starred as Al Simmons, the protagonist in the 1997 film Spawn. White Michael Jai White is also a very talented Black Entertainer. His skills, power and having 8 Black Belts in 8 Martial Arts is absolutely awesome, amazing and incredible. He really is an excellent actor and his acting in films such as Blood and Bone, Falcon Rising, Tactical Force, Black Dynamite, Skin Trade etc is absolutely brilliant. What is the ENTERTAINER? The 2-for-1 and discount app with over 3 million members globally. We're here to help people experience more and pay less thanks to awesome offers at high-quality restaurants; bars; spas; attractions; activities; salons; sports and fitness venues everywhere! So, where can I save? Choose your ENTERTAINER on our search page to see all brands and places along with the available offers https://www.theentertainerme.com/search/outlets. How do I use an offer? Tap the offer you want to use and ask the venue to enter their pin.